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The INFOSA intervention reduced burden and emotional distress and enhanced caregivers' perceived social support in the short-term, suggesting that applying the intervention for an extended period could maintain the positive effect in the long-term.
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Infusion therapies need adequate training both of caregivers and nursing staff in order to assist clinicians in the management of patients in the complicated stages of disease.
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Nursing home staff expresses willingness to care for the dying. Being able to provide high quality end of life care even enhances their personal integrity and professional resilience. Therefore, team issues, fears, and avoidance should be addressed.
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This study provides insights on the characteristics of waiver elderly with increased hazards of long-term nursing home placement, and can be useful for policy-makers to develop relevant support to reduce LT-NH transfers from the home and community settings.
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This project demonstrates Emergency Department (ED) gait speed screening may be feasible. Implications for practice should consider incorporating gait speed screening into routine nursing assessment to improve provider ED decision-making and disposition planning.
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The trained volunteers daily stimulate older patients, at risk of a delirium, to eat, to drink, and to exercise, and they provide walking assistance and cognitive stimulation.
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Preliminary findings suggest that education to change care staff behavior regarding falls prevention should target improving care staff knowledge and awareness of falls.
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Three main themes emerged from the data: expressing sexuality, sexuality as a duty, and respecting vows.
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